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Fastening techniques 
 
¼” Aluminum Binding Posts 
These binding posts were purchased from Ace Hardware.  We bought them for prototyping and noticed 
that the round faces interfered with most of our sliding joints because we needed the planes of motion to 
be much closer than the rounded faces allowed.  We continued designing our mechanism with fasteners 
that we originally believed to be less functional and desirable and ordered a set of ¼’ Flat Head Plastic 
Binding Posts from McMaster-Carr (we thought plastic posts would relieve some of the friction in the 
pin joints).  These binding posts arrive too late into the course of our project to be incorporated into our 
final design and, when we did receive them, we found that the curvature of the face was still to rounded 
to solve the problem we had while prototyping. Overall, they worked well for creating pin joints, but 
failed to satisfy all of the needs that we had originally envisioned them filling when we began this 
project. 
 
Painter’s Tape 
Painter’s tape is an inexpensive, low strength adhesive tape, which worked well for us when we were 
prototyping and testing our design because it didn’t destroy any of our pieces and saved us the stress of 
repeated laser-cutting.  We ended up using painter’s tape as a fastener on our final product because the 
bar holding our acrylic bunny sides to our mechanism broke.  While tape was our last resort as a 
fastener, it helped us through many nights of designing and was useful to have on hand for that quick 
fix before the final presentation. 
 
Hot Glue 
Similar to painter’s tape, hot glue worked extremely well for us during the prototyping and testing 
stages of this project because of the low amount of effort it took to separate hot-glued pieces and the 
low amount of damage it did to masonite. While hot glue is not our ideal fastener, we used it to secure 
pieces that we did not want to move in our final design.  It was an accessible and affordable fastener to 
have at all times.  We ran into problems with the glue taking up too much space and interfering with 
some of our slip joints during testing and we could not use hot glue to secure any pieces around pin 
joints because of the described interference. Overall, hot glue was not desirable, but it did the job. 
 
1/4”Acrylic Spacers 
We actually did not plan on using these spacers at all in our project, but we ended up purchasing them 
from another team early on in our prototyping process and they became indispensable afterwards.  We 
had many problems in our design with fastening different pieces together while creating gaps crucial to 
the mechanism functioning properly.  These spacers allowed us to fasten pieces together while keeping 
everything in their necessary planes of motion. 
 
Masonite Washers 
Our shining spark of brilliance!  These washers are laser cut out of masonite, which allowed us to 
choose the size of the inner diameter such that it created a flawless press fit around each of the dowels 
used in our design.  Press fits enabled us to fasten pin joints securely without impeding any motion 
around the circumference around the dowel. We would highly recommend that any future bunny 
builders make their own masonite washers along with their other pieces. 



 
Drivetrain 
 

 
Figure 6: RE-260RA Mabuchi Motor and 6-Speed Tamiya Gearbox 
 
This drivetrain was fairly inexpensive and delivered a large amount of torque with only a three-volt 
input.  We chose it based on its compact size and ability to provide multiple gear ratios in case we 
needed to increase our torque as our design changed.  The gears did not slip when the box was fully 
assembled, but a few screws occasionally came loose, which caused the motor and the gears to become 
disconnected periodically throughout testing.  We also needed to disassemble and reassemble the 
gearbox whenever we needed to change the gear ratio, which could be a problem for a team who could 
be forced to choose between making that gear change and keeping their masonite pieces in tact. 
 


